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SMOOTH RETRACTS OF EUCLIDEAN SPACE

GOO ISHIKAWA AND TAKASHI NlSHIMURA

Abstract

A characterization of a Cs submanifold of Euclidean space which can
become a Cτ retract of some Cr retraction, (0^r<Ξs^;oo), is given.

Introduction

A Cr endomorphism / : Rn-+Rn is called a Cr retraction if it satisfies the
property f=f°f. For a Cr retraction /, its image f(Rn) is called a Cr retract.
It is well-known that any Cr retract is a Cr submanifold of Rn without bound-
ary if rJΞ>l (for instance, see [B, H]).

The purpose of this paper is to characterize when a connected Cs submani-
fold of Rn can be realized as a Cr retract (O^r^sgoo) as follows.

In this paper, submanifolds are always regular submanifolds.

DEFINITION. Let M be a connected Cs submanifold of Rn (O^s^oo). We
say M is CΓ contractible in itself (O^r^s), if there exists a Cr mapping

φ: M x [0, 1] — > M

such that φ( , 0) is the identity mapping and φ{ , 1) is a constant mapping.

THEOREM. Let s be a fixed integer ^ 0 or oo. For a connected Cs sub-
manifold M of Rn without boundary (O^s^oo), the following (2s+2) conditions
are equivalent.

(ar) M is a Cr retract of some Cr retraction (O^r^s),
φr) M is closed in Rn and Cr contractible in M (O^r^s).

By this theorem, every image of R1 closedly C°° embedded in R3 (i.e. open
C°° knot) can be realized as a C°° retract of some C°° retraction. Furthermore,
there is the socalled Newman-Whitehead 3-dimensional manifold, which is an
open manifold hence a C°° manifold and C° contractible in itself but not homeo-
morphic to R3 [N-Wd]. If we embed this 3-dimensional manifold closedly in
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R6 by using of Whitney's embedding theorem [Wy], then this theorem asserts
that even this embedded C°° manifold can be realized as a C°° retract of some
C°° retraction.

The authors do not know whether or not the similar result holds for a con-
nected Cω submanifold. Furthermore, there are many Cω submanifolds of Rn

which are C° contractible in themselves but can not be realized as algebraic
retracts (remark that the intersection of an algebraic retract and an affine sub-
space is a semi-algebraic subset of Rn by Tarski-Seidenberg theorem, so, the
number of its connected components is finite). Hence, it seems interesting to
investigate how we can characterize Cω submanifolds of Rn which can be
realized as algebraic retracts.

In the complex case, holomorphic retracts were already being studied (for
instance, see [R]). However, it seems that they were being investigated only
in the local case to characterize singularities of analytic spaces. So, it seems
to be significant to propose the similar question in the complex case.

§ 1. An interpretation of smooth retracts

Consider the Euclidean space Rn as the space of the state of an animal
brain. A smooth endomorphism / : Rn-^Rn can be considered as the smooth
operation of learning an object. Then, we can consider the property f=f°f of
a smooth retraction / means the equivalence between learning an object once
and doing it twice successively. That is to say, smooth retractions represent
the most primitive objects which an animal never forget if once he learns them
and smooth retracts are, therefore, the sets of states after learning the most
primitive objects.

Alternatively, if we regard a smooth endomorphism / as a model of
"stimulation", then smooth retractions represent the most primitive stimulations
which an animal become experienced if once he receives them.

The authors consider that also from the viewpoint of this interpretation
smooth retracts are interesting.

For any integers k, r, s with O^r^s^oo and l^&^o°, let Ss

r(k) be the
set of all Cs submanifolds of Rn which can be realized as images f(Rn) of some
Cr endomorphisms f: Rn-*Rn with the property fk — fk+\ where / ' means the
/ times composition of /, fι — f°f ° °/; and we regard any Cr endomorphism

I timesI times

/ : Rn-^Rn has the trivial property fco=f°°.
Trivially, we have

(1.1)

(1.2) ss

r(l)c:ssr(2)c:ss

r(3)<z.--c:ssr(oo) and

(1.3)
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for any k, r, s with O ^ r ^ s ^ o o and 1^&^°°. We can easily see that for any
s with O5js<;oo and any connected Cs submanifold M of Rn, M is included in
the set Sl(oo), Our theorem asserts that

for any s with O^sgoo.
From the above viewpoint, the second primitive objects can be considered

those which are realized as images of some smooth endomorphisms / : Rn—*Rn

with the property p—fz. The following simple example shows that

SSr(l)ΦSS

r(2)

for any r, s with O ^ r ^ s ^ o o . Hence, even for the set cSs

r(2) with O^r^s^oo,
characterizing also it seems to be interesting.

Example. Let γ: 72—>[0, 1] C°° be a non-decreasing function such that

r(O=o if t<A.

Then set the C°° mapping h : R2->R2 as follows:

h{χ, y)=γ(*2+y2){χ, y).

Let k : R2->R2 be the projection to the second component k(x, y)=(0, y). Identify
R2 with C and let /: C=R2^R2=C be the Cω mapping with the form /(*)=
exρ(z)-l . Then put f=Uk*h : R2->R2.

Since h*Uk(x, y)=0 for any (%, y)(ΞR2 and /ojfe(0)=0, we have / 2(β 2)={0}.
Therefore f2=f\

However from the construction above, we see f(R2)—S\ Hence, S1 is in-
cluded in the set S"(2). From (1.1) and (1.3), S1 is included in the set Ss

r(2) for
any r, s with O ^ r ^ s ^ o o .

On the other hand, from our theorem, S1 is not included in the set Ss

r(l)
for any r, s with O ^ r ^ s ^ o o .

§ 2. Proof of theorem

Trivially, we have

(α,)=Φ(fl.-i)=Φ-=Φ(αi)=Φ(flo)

and

(W=^(ft.-i)=Φ =Φ(fti)=Φ(6β).

We divide the proof of theorem into the following three steps.

(Step 1) φr) implies (αr) ( O ^ r ^ s ) .

) (flr) implies (br) (0£r£s).
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(Step 3) (bo) implies (bs).

Proof of step 1. Let φ: Mx[0, 1]-*M be a C r contraction mapping such
that φ( , 0) is the identity mapping and 0(x, l)=x0 far all * e M . Since M is
a C s submanifold, it is a C s neighborhood retract; i.e., there are a neighbor-
hood UM of M in Rn and a C s retraction p: Ux-+M. Take a C s function
ε : M—>(0, 1] so that for each x e M the ball of radius ε(x) around x is contained
in UM. Take also a C°° bump function Λ: [0, 1]—»[0, 1] such that

1 if 0 * f <

0 if j<tΦl.

We set the Cr mapping Φ: UM~*M as follows:

Φ(x)=φ(x, λ(\\x-p(x)\\/ε(p(x))))

for any xεί/^. Then the restriction of Φ to the subset

UM={x(ΞUM\jε(p(x))<\\x-p(x)\\£ε(p(x))}

of UM is the constant mapping UM-*{xo}.
Since the submanifold M is closed in Rn, we have

cl(Rn-UM)ίΛcl(UM)(Zcl(UM),

where cl(X) means the topological closure of X in Rn.
Hence we can extend the mapping Φ to a Cs mapping

Φ : Rn — > M

as Φ(Rn-UM)={x*}.
Since the restriction Φ to M is the identity mapping, the mapping Φ : Rn->M

must be a C r retraction. •

Proof of step 2. This step is easy. In fact, we can see step 2 applies in
analytic, algebraic situation also.

Let / : Rn^M be a Cr retraction. Since the restriction f\M is the identity
mapping, M must be closed in Rn. We set Cs mapping φ: Rnχ[Q, 1]->M as
φ(x, t)=f((l—t)x). Then φ( , 0) is / and φ( , 1) is the constant mapping.
Thus, M is a C r contractible in itself. D

Proof of step 3. Let φ: Mx[0, 1]->M be a continuous contraction mapping
such that φ( , 0) is the identity mapping and 0(x, l)=x0 for all X G M . Take a
chart (^, t/) such that xo<=U and <p(xQ)=0^Rk. Since M is a C s manifold, ψ
is a C s mapping. Let μ: [0, l]->[0, 1] be the function as follows:
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2ί if Orgf^y

1 if 2-

By using of the approximation theorem [H], we can approximate the mapping

φ(x, μ(t)) by a Cs mapping

φ : Mx [0, 1] — > M

such that #(Λfx[l/2, l])Cί/.
Since we can take an approximation mapping φ so that φ{ , 0) is a diffeo-

morphism of M, there exists an inverse mapping φ~\ , 0) which is also Cs

mapping. Using the same bump function λ:R-»tθ, 1] of step 1, set the Cs

mapping Φ : M x [0, Y]-*M as follows :

( φ{φ~\x, 0), 0 if

Φ(x,t)=\

[ ψ'\λ(2t-l)(φ(φ(φ-\x, 0), 0))) if \

Then, we can see that Φ( , 0) is the identity mapping and Φ(x, l)~x0 for all

Therefore, M is Cs contractible. D
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